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REP. POPE RESPONDS TO MISLEADING COMMENTS ON VOUCHER FUNDING 

  
MADISON - This morning, Rep. Jeremy Thiesfeldt, chairperson for the Assembly Committee on 
Education released a column in which he defends actions by Governor Walker and Legislative 
Republicans in expanding the unaccountable statewide voucher program. Rep. Sondy Pope (D- 
Cross Plains), the ranking member on the Committee on Education, responded to Rep. 
Thiesfeldt’s misleading remarks in the following statement:  
 
"Rep. Thiesfeldt's comments are just one more example of Republicans passing legislation that 
they clearly do not understand. By creating a second school system that the taxpayers must fund, 
Republicans are left scrambling to find magic solutions to address the shortcomings they created. 
 
The column also blasts the Fond du Lac Reporter for accurately reporting on the public funding 
shortages at the hands of the statewide voucher program.  
 
"If Republicans truly care about adequately funding K-12 education, perhaps they should 
concentrate less on squabbling with local newspapers and $65,000 in school aid from a local tax 
decision, and more on retracting their misguided policies that will direct $800 million to the 
unaccountable voucher program, continue to keep revenue limits flat and that have failed to 
increase funding for English language learner and bilingual education for over a decade. 
 
Rep. Thiesfeldt concluded in his column that "all good schools are worthy of some level of 
support."  
 
"While all quality schools do require monetary support to be successful, Wisconsin's education 
funding priority must be to maintain and enhance the quality of our public schools - as directed 
by our Constitution - not unaccountable voucher programs. 
 
"Now is the time for this Republican-led legislature to do their jobs and actually represent 
Wisconsin families, not just pander to powerful special interest groups carrying fistfuls of 
campaign cash.” 
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